MARGALITH SEES
NEW INTEREST IN
RELATIONS CLUB

Gordon, Litman, Eagleton,
And Others Deliver
Lectures

"The great interest shown by the students this year in the work of the International Relations Club is an indication of the growing recognition of the influence of international affairs on the life of the individual," observed Dr. Margalith when interviewed by a Commentator reporter as to the nature of the society of which he is the advisor. "As has been suggested at one of our meetings, the trend today is towards the formation of units larger than the national state. We are beginning to realize that all social and problems will have to be regarded from an international aspect."

Dr. Margalith believes that this will be one of the most successful years for the International Relations Club that has had. Three lectures have already
(Continued on page 4)

D R. TITTLER REFUTES
WEISSMANN POSTULATE

Immortality of Protozoans
Denied in Address

A contradiction of August Weissmann's postulate that protozoa are essentially immortal was brought out by Dr. Irving A. Tittel, instructor in biology, in an address before the Biological Seminar at Princeton, New Jersey, on Friday, December 13. Dr. Tittel's address on "Some Cytological Aspects of Re-organization and Aging in the Ciliates" concerned present theories of cellular reorganization phenomena during critical periods in the life history of these one-celled animals. Dr. Tittel, who has made some research in the subject, included his own observations in the talk. He attempted to correct the misconception in biological theory.

Dr. Tittel showed that the protozoan is neither potentially immortal nor equivalent to the metaphysical germ cell. The later, such as the human sperm cell, is potentially immortal since it is constantly being transmitted through successive generations by reproduction.

August Weissmann (1834-1914), German zoologist, claimed that protozoans, because they are not sexually propagated, are potentially immortal. The postulate of Weissmann, Tittel said, is an incorrect one.

BLUM TO SPEAK
ON SKIN DISEASE

Medical Group To Hold Next
Meeting Jan. 14

Dr. David Blum, a member of the Nassau College Health and Staff, will address the Maimonides Health Club on Monday evening, January 14 in the dormitory social hall on the subject of skin diseases.

Dr. Blum is professor of Skin Diseases at the New York University Medical School and also head of the Clinic of Skin Diseases at the Jewish Memorial Hospital. He will feature in his lecture treatment for acne and the care of the hair, scalp and skin.

(Continued on page 4)

NOVECK REVEALS PLAN
OF MASMIC; FORUMS TO BE
STARTED NEXT TERM

Assembly Heats Prospects
Of Varisty Discus
By Kasten

Definite plans for this year's Masmid were discussed by Simon Noveck '36, editor of the student assembly held last Thursday. "We want the Masmid to be purely a student publication and expressive of student literary talent," he declared.

The annual, which will be printed at the early part of May, is intended to be both a yearbook and literary combination. All material, such as poetry, short stories, and articles contributed by students will be considered. Noveck urged the students to give their full cooperation to make this year's Masmid a true mirror of student life and activity in Nassau College.

Plans for the latter half of the basketball season were revealed to the assembly by Dr. Noveck as to the selection of the manager. Mr. Kasten said that the intramural teams have been very successful so far and will be continued again in February. Despite its continuance later and in the face of its numerous handicaps, the varisty, Kasten claims, is making promising progress.

A cheering squad has been appointed consisting of Martin Azoff '38, Sam Adelman '38, and Edward Kahn '38. (Continued on page 4)

Dr. Litman to Lecture On
Philosophy At Newark Y

The next lecture under the auspices of the Newark Branch of the Yeshiva College Honors Society will be given by Dr. Alexander Litman, instructor in philosophy at Yeshiva College, on January 15 in the Newark Y. M. H. A. Building. The "Jewish Contribution to Philosophy" will be the topic of the next lecture. In his talk Dr. Litman will attempt to show what vast respect Jewish thinkers from the time of Philo of Alexandria to Bergson re-emphasize the moral and ethical ideals of the prophets.

MUSIC DEVOTES
FORM NEW CLUB

Active Work Scheduled To
Begin February

Students who are musically inclined, but who know little technically, now have the opportunity of getting a musical background, according to the program of the new Music Society.

Formed with the twofold purpose of helping instrumentalists as well as beginners, the society intends to begin active work at the beginning of the semester. Present plans include a class in theory; coaching for players of instruments, and ensemble (Continued on page 4)

Institute Faculty " Learns How" As Students Present
Vivid Impersonations AtAnnual Chanuka Chagiga

By A. LEO LEVIN

With an evening replete with gala entertainment, such as has not been seen in Nassau College, the students of the Teachers' Institute celebrated Chanuka at their annual Chagiga Thursday night, December 26 and 27.

Surprisingly well done (and even more surprisingly well done by non-musicians), the selected songs, elaborated dirges, Kuntzian directed music, and communal singing under the vigorous direction of Mr. Soyer, maestro, Mr. Soyer (not to mention the various edibles which made their appearances and disappeared in short order), made up the major part of the program.

The climax, in the form of an original dramatic production whose portrayal in good standing and in frequent use in those sections frequented by discipilarians.

Rabbi Mirlsky's calling of the roll was greeted with a resounding wave of applause, which burst forth again from time to time as a familiar gesture, with known expression was reenacted on the stage. An ever-perspiring Dr. Klotz brought forth his intricate Rabbak explaination as to the ever-present accomplishments, a well protected board eraser and "Ful'Vei" chalk.

I. N. Tseitlin was drafted for the final scene in which the oft-repeated proclamation of "Shekot" seemed to say the least, slightly inaccurate. Ever ingenius, Mr. Tseitlin directed the entire class to get a free

EXAM SCHEDULE IS ANNOUNCED BY COLLEGE OFFICE

New Philosophy Courses To Be Offered By Cathleen
And Solomonovitch

Details of the end-of-semester examinations and registrations for the coming term were disclosed this week by the Registrar, Jacob L. Harstein.

Final exams will begin on Sunday, January 19, and will continue through Friday, January 24. The complete examination schedule will be found elsewhere in these pages.

Registration for the new semester will begin on Monday, January 27, according to the following schedule:

Seniors (those with 94 credits or more in December, 1935), Mon. Jan. 27, from 2:30 to 5:30 P. M.

Juniors (those with 61 credits or more in December, 1935), Thurs. Jan. 28, from 2:30 to 5:30 P. M.

Sophomores (those with 28 (Continued on page 4)

YESHIVA FUND PURPOSE
OUTLINED BY MENDICK

$150 Sent Needy Students
In Europe And Palestine

Galadry Fund activities for this, the fifth year of its existence, are now in full swing, according to Bernard Mendick, newly appointed chairman. The current appeal, about $120, has already been collected and sent to a number of Yeshivas in Europe and Palestine. The Yeshiva Fund is deserving of our greatest efforts and the cooperation of each and every student," he declared in a recent interview.

The purpose of the fund is to render financial assistance to needy students of yeshivas in Palestine, Poland, and Lithuania by means of scholarships and elections made in Yeshiva and Beth Hamedrash classes. Over ten yeshivas are listed, including Yavneh, Chaverim, Bet Medrash, and others of prominence, which checks of fifteen dollars are sent periodically. Let your sympathy and generosity toward the yeshivas express overwhelming gratification for this need lesson help, Mendick added.

With the authorization to the
(Continued on page 4)
Wanted—A Change
Semicha exams, colloquially speaking, never were an academic point of view, the amount and degree of preparation involved is more nerve-racking than the most difficult of doctorate tests.

Yet instead of finding the Administration appreciative of the difficulties involved, the exact opposite seems to be the case. For as long as can be remembered, changes of unfairness, unnecessary acerbity, and rank inconsideration have been thrown at the Administration by each and every student applying for such examinations.

Sadly enough, these complaints have always been confined to indifferent-whisperers and grumblings in the student body. The issue has been and still is the open by a delegation of Yeshiva student spokesmen to the Administration, because the student themselves conduct their own Semicha.

Cynical as you the possible achievements of such a delegation, they are, on the other hand, quite positive of the repercussions when they turn to apply for Semicha privileges.

But by far the most discouraging aspect of the whole issue is the pettiness and callousness of the Administration’s attitude. Well does it realize that the grind of the final year every student must undergo in order to prepare adequately for his Yeshiva.

In short, that many an applicant for the final examinations has been on the verge of a nervous breakdown.

At this moment of highest emotional tension and actual and physical, the student usually applies for a definite date of examination. A time is set, and the applicant returns to his Yarchi Deyk and spends his time in mosquito oil until “der Tag” arrives.

And then the merry-go-round begins. To his embarrassments and exasperations, student discovers that appointments do not necessarily have to be kept, that on the slightest whim of any of the examiners, who are quite a few, they can call off the exam. Each applicant finds that at the time of his request for a new system has been established calling for endless delays in the process of being answered. The Yeshiva’s policy is such that it has to be filed away and forgotten, and only after several weeks. A new system has been established.

year, meaning additional waste of time till the idea is again dropped.

Appeals to the various members of the examiners on the grounds of tremendous nervous strain or fear of failure are of no avail, except that a day righting indignant student may overbear one of the examiners and find his date postponed indefinitely.

Were these statements not continually substantiated by facts, they would be well nigh incredible. How such a situation could possibly be merely a trifle cry. Such is the case and we are left to the Administration.

And students, we never have, and still cannot understand such inconsistency towards the most respected and advanced students of the Yeshiva. No reason at all, to our minds, can justify the continual postponements of weeks, and many months, that practically every student must patiently endure, even though it outgrows all sense of fairness.

The three members of the examination board are in the institution every single day. To ask them to provide for one’s college, one’s daily’s—sures a week’s notice and to expect the appointment to be rigidly kept seems to us to be only the fulfillment of the duties of an examination board.

Surely the present custom of making it the applicant’s responsibility to search for each member of the board, before bringing them together is every corner of the building or the city is completely out of order.

If the Administration has been unaware of these flagrant abuses, it is a total inexcusability. We look forward to an immediate attempt by the powers that de to rectify an evil that has too long plagued life into one’s unnecessary strain in the relations between the Yeshiva student and his superiors.

A Ray of Light
We wish to congratulate the editorial staff of the Kovach Mashiir on its publication of the first issue of this new bi-weekly. Dedicated mainly to Talmudic treatises by students of the Yeshiva, the three-page pamphlet was very well received by the student body.

This international class should take the initiative to inaugurate this precedent—especially for the encouraging sign we have noticed in the S. O. Y. for the last few years. Although once a well-settled and powerful student body, the S. O. Y. has been decentralized in the past few years. Its pace has been as speedy towards disintegration as it has been as slow for the past few decades.

Constructive activity in the undergraduate body of the college.

The seriousness of the present situation in the Yeshiva cannot be overemphasized, and the student body, which should easily be solved by an active student body have been allowed to remain dormant. The net reaction has been a great deal of discontent by the students who work in the whole Yeshiva department, a most lamentable development from every point of view. The extent of the elements of the Yeshiva is to us, therefore, a most inspiring and hopeful sign.

We earnestly hope that the Kovach Mashiir may be possible to circulate among students, with it a strong and same editorial, fully cognizant of the real possibilities of its role as a powerful, constructive force in Yeshiva.

Tritan and Isolda
There was reason for the crowd that filled the Met last Monday night, extending along line around the stage.

And there was reason for the jammed standing room aisles. Mme. Kirsten Flagstad made her first appearance of the season as Isolda, and the audience certainly was not disappointed.

In a performance that was highly dramatic as well as musically thorough, she effectively demonstrated the abilities that gave her the reputation of being the Wagnerian star.

The Brangaine of the evening, Gertrud Wettgren, outshone even the great Flagstad, however. Her characterization was thoroughly life-like, and her voice was of stirring quality. Her delivery of the warning against Melz in the opera was also very notably.

The male performers fared, in the main, just about average—that is to say, pretty good, but nothing to get excited about. Lauritz Melchior, who played Tristan, gave the uncomfortable feeling that the wounded Tristan was going to the sooner than Wagner intended him to.

The orchestra, turned out a complete workmanlike job under Arthur Bodansky.

L.G.

At the Crossroads
Reports have reached us that the appointment of a new chief librarian to take the place of Dr. Ganz may be expected momentarily. Particularly to the student body will this appointment be a crucial one, for on it will depend the amalgamation of the college library with the larger Yeshiva library.

This was first founded by the student body because of the flagrant inefficiency of the official institutional library. Since then, only four years ago, the college library, managed and financed solely by the student body, has grown into a model unit, boasting of over two thousand volumes in circulation.

Fifteen hundred additional books are in the process of being catalogued, while the total replacement value is now well over six thousand dollars.

Amazing as has been the college library development under student management, the more voluminous and spacious Yeshiva Library has remained in performance, in the same inefficient and unsystematizing condition. Even so, the twenty-five thousand volumes which fill its shelves are judged by competent observers to constitute the finest collection of rabbinical literature in the world.

With the amalgamation of the college and university libraries, a long awaited systematization of the Yeshiva Library is possible. Starting again on the new appointment, the responsibility of a strategic choice is a grave task, one that is invaluable to the student body, and one that is being undertaken with a great deal of care.

HARMONICS

IN THE EDITOR’S MAIL BOX

The Communist/ppt

This has always been a pleasant pleasure, but has sometimes perhaps been a bit of a strain. It seems to me that the tragedy of the “Boys and Girls” type, any such goslings, or any such newspaper, is being used by the Power of The Communist/ppt to bring in individuals who seek to wrench their personal vengeance, halting, the institution, and so the Power of The Communist/ppt to do so. As one individual so aptly put it, we have what is a number of years to see that in print. That amounts to an attitude of the those who favor “gossims” column.

The questions arising in my mind are: Is it going to sacrifice the welfare of The Communist/ppt upon the altar of personal enmity and the so-called “Boys and Girls” or any other kind of paper or what means of “wreaking personal vengeance” have been used as a base? It is certain beyond question that we must be honest with ourselves. Let us put to the side personal prejudices and think impartially.

MORRIS WEBB ’36

To the Editor of The Communist/ppt

Dear Sir:

I respect that understand that the column, “The Boys and Girls,” is being attacked in this issue by those who are biased against it and its editor, and as a means of “wreaking personal vengeance.” It is because certain individuals, know the editors as well as we do, that I realize that such an outburst is a figment of the imagination. We have never raised a voice in wrath, unless it were justified.

Since Mr. Web has been blunt in his Philippo I shall follow suit in this reply: If all individuals who have “attacked,” in my last column, of these “boys” with their own chime in, and accepted them with no more than a shake of the head or two conducting themselves on the whole, in a manner befitting the boys, I suppose, I am Jack Har- sten and Eli Levine. Of the gentle- ness of the “boys,” I say that I am not of the youthful generation of my elders, and that their generation is not of the youthful generation of mine. The Communist/ppt is a muddled slander on his integrity, and has not hesitated to say so. This is one of the front pages of the paper, carried along the torch of righteous indignation and admiration.

May I remind Mr. Web that my statements concerning those individuals were voiced in a non-nosed fashion under the guise of a comment on general atmosphere of the college. The various individuals called “boys” are students of the class cited, and the services have been made available to the students as a means of making a point about the student body as a whole. This column, to which I have referred, is a part of the paper, and the use of words as I have used them is an expression of my belief that the student body is not necessarily a part of the student body, and that the student body may be subjected to the same means of “wreaking personal vengeance.”

Yours sincerely,

CARL W. THOMAS

To the Editor of The Communist/ppt

Dear Sir:

I respect that understand that the column, “The Boys and Girls,” is being attacked in this issue by those who are biased against it and its editor, and as a means of “wreaking personal vengeance.” It is because certain individuals, know the editors as well as we do, that I realize that such an outburst is a figment of the imagination. We have never raised a voice in wrath, unless it were justified.

Since Mr. Web has been blunt in his Philippo I shall follow suit in this reply: If all individuals who have “attacked,” in my last column, of these “boys” with their own chime in, and accepted them with no more than a shake of the head or two conducting themselves on the whole, in a manner befitting the boys, I suppose, I am Jack Har- sten and Eli Levine. Of the gentle- ness of the “boys,” I say that I am not of the youthful generation of my elders, and that their generation is not of the youthful generation of mine. The Communist/ppt is a muddled slander on his integrity, and has not hesitated to say so. This is one of the front pages of the paper, carried along the torch of righteous indignation and admiration.
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Yours sincerely,

CARL W. THOMAS
ON THE SIDELINES
By BILL KAUFMAN

SPORT WHIRL
Press Prattle
Your favorite columnist, ma-chau-tout-town, bird fancier, dis-tillate of old Gemaras, dabbler in Ciceronean dialect, maker of the collector de luxe, et alia ad infinitum, has been blessed by faith (damnit) with an extra-ordinary ability to look at a happy thing and see another otherwise—and endowed with this happy organism, has pre-ceded one step ahead of the Baby Star intru-mural basketball tournament where the season is half over. My choice is:

Joe Singer—left forward.
Isaac Gold—right forward.
Zach Goldman—center.
Isaac Rose—left guard.
Jason Dlugach—right guard.

Red Kasten, lovable Lord of the Furtlips, has ar-ranged an exhibition game between the Jayvee and All-Stars immediately after the mid-year exerts. The M. I. T. powder has confidentially disclosed to me that he picks the stars to twinkle and outshine the highly touted Junior varsity five.

Boarding the Bard
"And Brutus is an honorable man." Thus spake Mark Antony at the bier of his old pal, Julius. And in a like manner have been lately hostile and unsound men, who, after the death of all the honorable tonies, who deride, even despooil, my crucifixion of an "incorrupt" basketball side whose only sin was an unfortunate love for you noble hoop. O my friends! If I were disposed to stir your hearts and make men to rage, I should do this. Caesar wrong, who you all know an is an honorable man, but whose honor, alas, have been at grie-ous fault, be sure that on the Luppert (Hudson court B'la), he sought the basket four score and seven times with out leave and with nary a soul to answer a call. And here am I to speak what I do know. O judgment! Thou art flown to brutish beasts, and the fowl. I have no use for Bear with me; my regret lies in the coffin with Caesar, but my heart is with the gallants of old Yeshiva.

(Excuse citizens with the body.

Rah! Rah! Rah!
At the recent game with City Commerce's, a cheer squad led by M. B. Weisfenkel, was in-spired which had a startling ef-fect on, rooter and player alike. Time and time again the gymnasium re-echoed with parousious cheers of the rabid fans, and the team responded with renewed spirit. The AAQ (Annoy, Annihilate, cheering squad) plans to mimeograph different beer ads and songs which will be passed out to the student body next future.

YESHIVA CAGERS
TIE CITY QUINTET
IN ROUGH GAME

Last Minute Basket by City Causes Strong Dispute

City College Varsity beat the City College varisty and the Yeshiva team in a rough and tumble basketball exhibition. Coming from behind, the C.C.N.Y. Commercial evening quintet earned a 15-15 tie with the Yeshiva cagers in a rough and tumble basketball exhibition. Before the final whistle blew, intercensorship took place in which the players argued the referee's decision, and several times the threat of flying fists had been turned aside.

City College Beavers tied the score in the last twenty seconds of play, and when the game ended, refused to consent to an agreed over-time tie.

The Blue and White basketballers ran up nine successive points of which the Yeshiva Commerce could catch its breath. Rice of C. C. N. Y. then sank a beautiful low shot, which was followed by an arpeggio from Yeshiva. By the time half was reached, the home courters led 11-2.

City Turns the Tables
But City changed its tactics as the second session began. The Beavers began playing the corners effectively on attack and defense and this enabled the men at close range. In this drive the visitors scored 8 straight tallies before the quar-ter time ended, more than they had made in the last stanza.

During the final juncture of the game both teams began to rough it up, and an argument started after a foul was called but officials prevented any fight. Yeshiva hit up four points on free throws and the score stood 13-11 in their favor. With minutes left to play, Souples of Commerce dropped two successive goals through the strings to tie up the ball game.

Intra-Mural Charges
answered by Kasten
Claims Action Impartial

With an outburst of righteous wrath, "Red" Kasten lashed out at his critics in an interview last week. Stung both in his personal policies, that had appeared in an earlier issue of The Commentator, Kasten attempted to right himself in the eyes of the students.

In reply to the complaint that seven veteran players should have competed in an Athletic Board consisting of the various managers of class athletics, instead of a chosen seven athletes, Kasten pointed out that it was contrary to established principles of the Athletic Board.

"It has been my policy throughout the existence of the Athletic Board, not to appoint the most varisty men to its membership. The time concept enters in every situation, for the duties of the members of the two con-stituents are different. The former benefits the school, and to its activities, every man 'specialized in one function, and in one function only.'

His critics have pointed out Kasten's policy of drawing up an intramural basketball schedule without consulting the various class managers. In answer to this, the Kasten management pointed out that when managers were selected beforehand a depleted schedule resulted.

By setting dates in the ar-biter, the men of the two clubs more games have been played to the greater enjoyment of the students.

Yeshiva College (16)


Yeshiva College (14)
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Yeshiva College (16)
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Express Booksters

Yeshiva Bookers

State Normal Beats Yeshiva 53-31
Final Quarter Drive Falls As Blue and White Signs Up

The powerful State Normal, a team that has routed the Yeshiva varsity, piled up a 39-31 victory before a crowd of 500 at the Normal School gymnasium. At the off set the teams slowly began matching points until the score reached 9-5 in favor of Yeshiva. State then changed its tactics and spurted into a 12-9 lead. Yeshiva began playing the corners effectively in a desperate struggle for the lead and in the frantic drive ended the first half with a 15-14 lead.

The second half opened in favor of Yeshiva. A thrilling shot by Mager together with a foul by Aronoff widened the score. From then on the game was a struggle until State, warming up its attack, gained a 39-31 lead.

State won by running up a second score, known last only on long shooting and then protecting the margin when the Blue and White launched a spirited drive to overcome this eight-point lead by flying backing in a counter charge five minutes prior to the finish.

Aronoff, ace of the varsity of '34, known as usual in high scoring with 8 points. Mager was runner up with five points, displaying skill at long shots and careful passing.

Weissman Hypothesis
Disproved By Dr. Tittler

(Continued from page 1)

In his essays on "Life and Death" that protozoa are potential immortality in the same way as a meteorization. Dr. Dreyfus pointed out that his researches have not yet fully and clearly the necessity of cooperation and disinterestedness. The Brooklynites had no competition during the first half running up an imposing score of 28-8. In the second period the Jayvee made an uphill fight of it, scoring 11 points, but the odds were too great and the rally availed little.

Yeshiva

JAYVEES JOLTED BY YOUNG ISRAEL

Titlebaum Shows Promise As Team Is Routed 40-19

The Young Israel of West Flushing smashed a fighting Ye-shiva quintet by the sig-nificant score of 40-19. Starring honors went to Shoob, who tallied 16 points, and two of his teammates, Howers and Shattells, who led the bewildering passing barrage.

In the herculean efforts of the Junior varsity proved to no avail, as the superiority of the visitors a t a c k completely outclassed the home team. The Blue and White has yet to learn the necessity of cooperation and disinterestedness. The Brooklynites had no competition during the first half running up an imposing score of 28-8. In the second period the Jayvee made an uphill fight of it, scoring 11 points, but the odds were too great and the rally availed little.

Junior Varsity (19)

**Annual Chagiga Brings Out Holiday Spirit In Students**

(Continued from page 1)

Harkstein announces date of registration fine to be imposed for late entrance.

**Marriage Bills Want For Internationalists**

(Continued from page 1)

Harkstein announces date of registration fine to be imposed for late entrance.

**The Boys Say...**

MAZE TOV

Yeshiva-ites and ex-service men have been lately admitted by the moratoriums. At least the Yeshiva-ites, practicing psychologists at the University, took unto himself a life partner. Others to follow the path of nuptials are Israel and Norm Biegel, who was reported to be taking the latter lady as his partner. The latter gentleman publicly declared all such rumors as malicious attempts to place his status as a "bachelor" in jeopardy, and warns his relatives that he is still opposite the same status.

**OUR REJOICING...**

It was reported to us recently that Paul Tzidik (alias type graphical error) Illit, was "dug up" by one of the students. He was not to be held suspect, however, as he is reported to be on the list of "unwarranted" students.

**THUMBS DOWN ON SOME OF THE BOYS...**


**SCHEDULE OF FINAL EXAMINATIONS—JANUARY 1946**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sunday, Jan. 19</th>
<th>Monday, Jan. 20</th>
<th>Tuesday, Jan. 21</th>
<th>Wednesday, Jan. 22</th>
<th>Thursday, Jan. 23</th>
<th>Friday, Jan. 24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9 A.M.</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Latin 1, 2</td>
<td>Math. 1</td>
<td>English 1</td>
<td>Math. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History 1</td>
<td>Chemistry 1</td>
<td>German 1, 2</td>
<td>English 3</td>
<td>History 3</td>
<td>Math. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology 1</td>
<td>Economics 1</td>
<td>Jewish History 7</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>History 12</td>
<td>Math. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics 1</td>
<td>Philosophy 1</td>
<td>Jewish Customs 8</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebrew 1a</td>
<td>English 6</td>
<td>Abnormal</td>
<td>Ethics</td>
<td>English 5</td>
<td>(Misc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jew. Lit. 5</td>
<td>Chem.</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Bible 5</td>
<td>Jew. Lit. 6</td>
<td>(Misc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jew. Hist. 6</td>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>Introduction to</td>
<td>Talmud 8</td>
<td>History 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bible 7</td>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Homelies</td>
<td>Hebrew 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lectures Planned By Health Society**

The Health Club has arranged a number of outstanding lectures to be given by distinguished members of the profession and the public. Among them are:

- Dr. A. A. Brill, world famous psychiatrist and former disciple of Sigmund Freud, is scheduled to appear in the near future.
- Dr. A. L. T. is scheduled to appear in the near future.
- Dr. A. L. T. is scheduled to appear in the near future.

**Plans For Future Sifted At Meeting**

Next term will witness the initiation of student forums in Yeshiva College. It was revealed that plans are in motion to have prominent men in various fields and also members of the faculty address the student at the various events of the day. The committee in charge has succeeded in obtaining Prof. Frazza Oppenheimer, noted for his eccentricism and sociological views, and Dr. Kandel, head of the education department at Teachers College, to speak at the forums.

**Your Local Drugist**

LOUIS G. GITLIN

197th Street & Audinson Ave.

Place Waldorf 8-6155

**Star Cleaners**

Professional, Promptly.

EXPERT CLEANING AND DRY CLEANING

109th Street & Audinson Ave.


dr. dawbuto

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8

THE BEATLES IN CONCERT

GRAND THEATRE, SCHOOL STREET

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

FOOD BARBUTO

119th Street & Audinson Ave.

PHONE: 2-6155

STOP NO OTHER SHOP

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK